Praise the LORD! Now you can scare the be-Jesus INTO dirty, sinful, hellbound unsaved children and their liberal sicko parents when they knock on your door this Halloween!

Print out on legal sized paper (to accommodate Taffy's hair). Mount on stiff board. Then, using scissors or very strong prayer, trim along the dotted lines, poke out the two holes on either side, run string through them, and put in on your face! You'll need to have a perfect size four body and a fabulous wardrobe to pull this one off—if you're living in a trailer park, don't even try it! Then, wait for the sinful heathens to knock at your door. Offer them Chick Tracts, (the ones that prove Catholics worship Satan are a good bet). If they balk, have several cartons of rotten eggs and spoiled cole slaw ready to heave at them to show them how much Jesus loves them!